How to educate an authoritarian society: Conflicting views on school reform for a fascist society in interwar Switzerland
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Despite its image as an antifascist stronghold, interwar-Switzerland hosted a fascist movement. So far, research has not remarked upon the extraordinarily strong involvement of educators in this movement, or considered the literature they authored. This is where this paper steps in. Exploiting Switzerland’s particular situation in this period, it aims to shed new light on the relationship between authoritarian politics and education. To this end, it pursues a comprehensive analysis of educational writings by sympathisers of the main Swiss fascist organisation the National Front (NF), between 1933 and 1938, the peak of the NF’s popularity. To investigate how NF-activists related their educational ideas to their political ideology, the study first reconstructs their political and societal visions. Second, it examines the role they attributed schooling in bringing these visions about, and third, which reforms they proposed for schooling to conform to this role.

We argue that Swiss interwar-fascists did not see schooling as a means to foster an authoritarian revolution, but considered it a conservative institution that should be reformed after the political overthrow had occurred. However, despite agreeing on the ideal characteristics of the future fascist Volksgemeinschaft, NF-activists did not agree on what kind of schools were needed to educate it. Moreover, the topics and angles dominating their discussions about schooling did not fundamentally differ from those adopted by educators who did not endorse an authoritarian revolution. Swiss fascists never even came close to attaining the position of power needed to execute their ideas, and thus were never burdened by practical or institutional difficulties of government. Consequently, these results suggest that, despite its totalitarian aspiration, interwar European authoritarianism did not come with a clear educational vision.
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1 Introduction

The image of Switzerland as an anti-fascist stronghold has played a vital role in the country’s post World War II self-perception. However, in the 1930s and 1940s, Switzerland actually hosted its very own authoritarian and fascist movements. Because of its size and some electoral successes, one particular faction of these movements came into the spotlight in the early 1930s: the Fronten. An internally rather heterogeneous conglomerate of groups, the Fronten named themselves after the German word Front; they described themselves as the vanguard standing at the front line of battle.

Members of the Fronten often rhetorically stressed their movement’s anti-intellectualism and its deep popular roots. They pretended that, in opposition to the established parties, the Fronten were not led by a detached caste of educated intellectuals, but were grassroots movements that represented the ‘genuine’ people. However, if one is to consider either the Fronten’s leadership or their member base, especially during their formation phase, one professional group that stands out is that of pedagogues and teachers. Paul Lang, the Fronten’s chief intellectual mastermind, was a secondary school teacher. Ernst Biedermann, the first national leader (Landesführer) of the main Frontist party Nationale Front (NF), was a teacher, as was Gauleiter Karl Meyer, head of the highly successful NF-subgroup in the constituency of Schaffhausen. Other prominent and leading members of the NF included figures such as the director of the Baselese teacher-training seminar and botanist Wilhelm Brenner, and Alfred Zander, a doctor in pedagogy and Pestalozzi-expert.

However, it is not only the Fronten’s leading representatives that seem to show a particular affinity for education. In 1934, in Zurich, another constituency where the NF enjoyed notable success, local education administrators and teachers founded the Pedagogic Study Group of the NF (Pädagogische Studiengruppe der Nationalen Front). This group comprised about fifty members and was first led by secondary school teacher Jakob Bolli, then by teacher trainer Oskar Meier. While no data documents the composition of the organisation or the actual share of educators that subscribed to the Frontist programme, undercover police investigators sent to observe the NF’s gatherings in the early 1930s, did remark the extraordinarily large attendance of teachers in their reports.
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The prominence among the Swiss pedagogic community in the 1930s and 1940s of far-right pedagogues who openly challenged the very legitimacy of the current political and societal order intrigued us. Indeed, educational history and theory often describe schooling as a primary means to maintain people’s loyalty towards the current state institutions, and to secure societal, as well as political stability. Therefore, the question of how these far-right pedagogues related education and schooling to their political ideology seems highly relevant for advancing the theoretical discussion on the relationship between schooling, politics, and authoritarianism. Hence, based on an extensive collection of source material, this article investigates how Swiss fascists conceived the relationship between schooling and politics. Thereby, we focus on Switzerland’s main fascist organisation, the German-speaking NF at the peak of its popularity, between 1933 and 1938. After presenting a historical and historiographical contextualisation of the NF, we structure our discussion around three questions. First, what was the NF-members’ societal and political vision and what did their ideal polity and society look like? Second, which role did, or did they not attribute to schooling and education in bringing this vision about? Third, how did they propose schooling be reformed in order to comply with this vision and role?

Our study shows that Frontist pedagogues attributed a negligible role to schooling in bringing about the societal and political revolution they were hoping for. In their eyes, schooling was an inherently conservative factor that should be reformed only after the authoritarian polity, corporatist economy, and the basis of the societally homogenous and integrated Swiss Volksgemeinschaft they envisioned had been established. Youth organisations, sport clubs and the military were seen as better educators than school could ever be. On these points, the NF-members agreed. However, there was anything but consensus regarding the shape of the schooling supposed to stabilise the future authoritarian Swiss Volksgemeinschaft. We find a huge discrepancy, between the NF-representatives’ uniform, but highly abstract ideals about the future Volksgemeinschaft, and their concrete but extremely inconsistent and often contradictory reform propositions regarding its schooling. Moreover, although these discussions and reform proposals concerned a school meant to serve a society and polity that differed profoundly from those in place, they are not clearly discernible from those rooted in ‘mainstream’ pedagogical ideas of the time – even if the latter was not working towards an authoritarian revolution.

The article is structured as follows. The first section reviews research and sources on Swiss interwar fascism. Drawing on this basis, the following section offers a brief overview on the historical context in which the discussions we analyse unfolded, and thus clarifies the significance of the Swiss case
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for generating insights on authoritarianism and its relationship with schooling. The next section combines insights from the literature with our analysis of the sources in order to draw a profile of the type of society and polity NF-members and sympathisers hoped the fascist revolution would bring about. In the third section we explore the role these activists attributed to schooling in pursuing the revolution, and the fourth section enquires into the concrete school reforms they advocated. The conclusion brings the results together and outlines their meaning for our understanding of the relationship between authoritarianism and schooling more generally.

2 State of research, sources, and methodology

There is a general lack of scholarly work on the Swiss authoritarian and fascist movements of the first half of the twentieth century. The first and still most comprehensive studies date back to the late 1960s and the early 1970s. More recent studies engage with regional and local fascist movements, such as those located in the cities of Bern, St. Gallen, the Canton of Schaffhausen, as well as in some Italian- and French-speaking constituencies. We use this literature in the next section to delineate the context in which the discussions we focus upon unfolded. The Fronten’s pedagogic engagement, on the other hand, has not yet been investigated by either historians or historians of education. Some educational studies mention these movements in passing when discussing pedagogues’ role in the so-called “National Spiritual Defence Policy” pursued by the Swiss authorities to defend themselves against domestic right-wing extremism and the neighbouring authoritarian regimes during World War II. Other researchers have touched on the topic when discussing the politics of fascist youth organisations, or quarrels over eugenics in Swiss schoolbooks in the interwar period. Progressive educationalist Alfred Zander, arguably the most intriguing figure among 1930s Swiss fascist pedagogues, has also recently become the object of scholarly research. His peculiar career path from renowned Pestalozzi expert, educator and researcher with a PhD in education,

to activist in various Swiss fascist groups and, after a period spent in prison for treason, to member in the Waffen-SS, has generated different questions about his persona and ideology.17

The existing studies thus show differing research focuses, and our analysis represents the first attempt to explicitly engage with the Fronten’s pedagogic activities and ideas.18 Because the Swiss authorities banned the Fronten in 1943, there are no official registers of party members or archives that systematically collect the documentation regarding these organisations – a circumstance that might to some extent explain the small amount of historical research on this topic. Therefore, we pursued three strategies to systematically collect data for this endeavour. First, we used the aforementioned literature to identify NF-members who had studied education, undergone teacher training, worked in the broader field of education, or engaged with issues of education and schooling on a regular basis. The final list includes a number of well-known NF-figureheads as well some second-tier activists, whose publications and work concerning school- and education-related themes we gathered and analysed. Second, we systematically reviewed the newspapers and periodicals linked to the Fronten for the period between 1931 and 1938, including: the main NF-daily newspaper Der eiserner Besen (published 1931–1933) and its successor Die Front (1933–1943); the periodical Schweizerische Monatshefte for the period in which it was directed by NF-leader Hans Oehler (until 1934); and the periodicals of the two biggest regional NF-organisations (Gau), namely the Eidgenössische Wacht published by the Gau Zurich, and the Grenzbote published by the Gau Schaffhausen.19 These are thematically unfocused periodicals and newspapers that include articles pertaining to all the topics and news that interested NF-members and sympathisers. We scanned them in order to identify and collate all texts on education and schooling.20 Third, to complete the picture, we gathered and analysed archival holdings that document the Fronten’s internal organisation and proceedings, as well as evidence produced by the Swiss political authorities, intelligence, and police while monitoring and dealing with these organisations and their representatives. The Swiss Federal Archives, as well as the State Archives of the Canton of Zurich and the Canton of Schaffhausen kindly made these sources accessible to us.

The literature often reduces the inconsistencies between fascist educational programmes and their concrete implementation to problems associated with government. Studies, including some of those
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comprised in this special issue,\textsuperscript{21} show that the actual implementation of fascist school reforms was often hindered by the resistance of either teachers or the institutions regulating schooling and government. Contrary to fascist parties and movements in Germany, Italy, as well as the other contexts included in this special issue, however, Swiss fascists never found themselves in a position to actually implement the policies they envisaged. By examining their ideas and practices, we are thus confronted with organisations that never had any political responsibilities and were free to deliberate their policies for a new society and its schooling without having to deal with issues regarding their implementation. Hence, the Swiss case can offer a new and fruitful perspective for studying the relationship between schooling and authoritarianism.

3 Swiss fascism and the Fronten: historical context

With the establishment of the Swiss Confederation in the mid-nineteenth century, political liberalism became the hegemonic faction and approach to politics in federal Switzerland. By the end of the nineteenth century, however, many people felt that the confident and positive vision of modernisation liberals proposed was increasingly at odds with their daily life experiences. Fuelled by several scandals involving the Liberal Party, this general discontent gradually reshaped the Swiss political landscape. On the one hand, it contributed to the mobilisation of leftist working-class movements, which called for the state to step in and protect the population from the deleterious side-effects of modernisation.\textsuperscript{22} On the other hand, and on the opposite side of the political spectrum, it increased the power of Switzerland’s main opposition party, the Catholic Conservatives, whose call to protect local communities and traditions from the moral and material hazards of industrialisation acquired a new attractiveness.\textsuperscript{23}

In the wake of this renewed conservativism, however, new cultural and political movements also emerged. Historian Hans Ulrich Jost calls them a “reactionary avant-garde.”\textsuperscript{24} Indeed, while representing a quite heterogeneous conglomerate of more or less demarcated organisations with differing links to, and degrees of cooperation with the traditional Swiss parties, they all called for a radical renewal of the current political and societal order, but with the aim of restoring an idealised and allegedly lost past. In the course of the social struggles that shook Switzerland in the first decades of the twentieth century and culminated in a Swiss-wide strike in 1918, a section of these groups evolved
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into the so-called *Erneuerungsbewegungen* (renewal movements). Drawing inspiration from fascist ideologies, they adopted firmer and more radical anti-communist and anti-socialist attitudes, yearning for a future in which Switzerland would be characterised by some form of authoritarian polity, a corporatist economy, and a nativist society, namely a society composed exclusively of native Swiss, and liberated from all foreign persons and ideas that might threaten the nation’s homogeneity.²⁵

The rise of these fascist-leaning movements came at a sensitive time in Swiss history. In the interwar period, and during World War II, the Swiss Confederation was not occupied, and remained officially neutral. Nonetheless, as the National Fascist Party came to power in Italy in 1922, and Hitler was appointed chancellor in Germany in 1933, Switzerland found itself encircled by the two leaders of Western fascism. Traditionally, Swiss educators, intellectuals, and education administrators had maintained close links to their German, Italian, and French counterparts. Many of the schoolbooks used to instruct Switzerland’s Italian-speaking population, for instance, had been Italian imports.²⁶ However, now both the German and the Italian regimes adopted an aggressive nationalist rhetoric. By claiming the right to rule over all linguistically and culturally similar populations, they questioned multilingual Switzerland’s legitimacy as an independent state,²⁷ rendering Switzerland’s relationship with its southern and northern neighbours fraught. Against this backdrop, another issue became particularly worrying for the Swiss authorities: how to deal with domestic individuals and the renewal movements, which manifestly sympathised with the very ideologies and regimes that threatened Switzerland’s independence. What alarmed the authorities in particular was that these movements seemed to attract a non-negligible share of the young Swiss population.²⁸

Arguably, the *Fronten* represented one of the most prominent and radical factions within the Swiss renewal movements. Established in the early thirties, they captured the attention of the Swiss public in the spring of 1933, later rebranded as the *Frontenfrühling* (Fronten-spring). To astonished pundits of the time, it seemed that the Fronten had managed to establish themselves in the Swiss political landscape almost unnoticed and “overnight,”²⁹ with their gatherings and demonstrations suddenly filling entire halls and public squares. In the 1933 election for the national parliament in the constituency of Schaffhausen, the NF-candidate won 27% of the votes. In the communal elections held in Zurich the same year, an electoral coalition with Liberals and Conservatives provided NF-representatives with ten of the 125 seats in parliament.³⁰
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Despite this quite extraordinary start, the *Fronten’s* direct political influence remained limited. The party’s candidates were not as successful in other constituencies, and, in 1935, more than 70% of Swiss voters rejected the referendum asking for a complete revision of the Swiss Federal Constitution, which the *Fronten* had organised together with the Catholic-Conservative youth organisation.\(^{31}\) In the period that followed, the group was torn by internal divisions, and controversies between its various factions. The most contentious issue was its relationship, and the relationship of the future authoritarian Switzerland it envisioned, with Germany and the NSDAP. Some pro-German enthusiasts favoured the prospect of collaborating with the German regime. For other *Frontist* members, however, despite all ideological affinities, Nazi Germany’s expansionist tendencies were too much of a threat to their dearly held political independence.

But it was not only their internal quarrels that weakened Switzerland’s fascist organisations and the NF in particular. The prospect and then outbreak of World War II triggered an intense debate about how to protect the country in both military and civilian terms. This debate culminated in a rapprochement of the established Swiss parties – Liberals, Catholic-Conservatives, and Social Democrats –, which all got behind the government’s policy of National Spiritual Defence.\(^{32}\) As argued by Lucien Criblez,\(^{33}\) this policy was in its essence a rigid pedagogical programme, aimed at securing and strengthening the population’s patriotic commitment and loyalty towards the Swiss state in its current shape and constitution. Officialised in 1938, the National Spiritual Defence programme involved mainly two types of measures. On the one hand, action was taken to foster the Swiss population’s commitment towards the state through schooling and propaganda. On the other hand, the authorities acquired the means to restrict the freedoms of press and association, and began to intervene with more determination into the affairs of groups on the extreme right fringe of the political spectrum.

The *Fronten* thus found themselves weakened after 1938. As demonstrating support for the German regime became grounds for prosecution, several Frontist leaders and members were accused of treason or collaboration with a foreign government. They were arrested or banned from speaking in public. Some sympathisers – including several teachers – were expelled from public office,\(^{34}\) others were required to choose between their employment and their NF-membership.\(^{35}\) Consequently, certain members left the group because they were afraid of the potential negative consequences of
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34. Criblez, Zwischen Pädagogik und Politik; Walter Wolf, Faschismus in der Schweiz; “Bericht der Untersuchungskommission für das Unterseminar Küssnacht an den Regierungsrat (Bericht Tschopp)”, October 25 1945, file NL Jaecckle / 690, Sachdossier 5.5.7, Archiv für Zeitgeschichte. One teacher who had to face the consequences of this kind of policies was Carl Meyer, the leader (Gauführer) of the NF-section of Schaffhausen. After passing a law that forbade NF-members to work in the public sector, in 1942, Schaffhausen’s parliament voted a resolution to remove Meyer from his offices. Subsequently, not without reluctance, Schaffhausen’s education board dismissed Meyer from his employments as secondary school teacher and board member. Another such case occurred in 1945, when the executive of the constituency of Zurich tried three educators (Rittmeyer, Corrodi, Alther) employed at the local teacher-training institute.
35. “Interpellation Dr. E. Thalmann,” October 26 1933, file Grosser Rat 61, Staatsarchiv Basel-Stadt; Intelligence documentation (fiche) of Wilhelm Brenner, file E4320-01C#1990/134#20*, Schweizerisches Bundesarchiv. Wilhelm Brenner officially resigned from the NF in 1933, after a parliamentary inquiry had been set up in Basel to deliberate
their affiliation with a fascist organisation. This pushed the NF to officially dissociate itself from National Socialism, with the result that several prominent members also left in a sign of protest.36 Meanwhile, in 1939 the Swiss censorship board started to systematically control and periodically shut down fascist publications,37 until, in 1943, virtually all fascist associations and their activities were definitively outlawed. Our study thus focuses the period between 1933 and 1939, when Swiss fascists were more or less allowed to express their opinions and were at the peak of their popularity.

4 The Frontist movement: visions and aims

Despite their internal quarrels, a unified and coherent image of the envisioned future emerges from the speeches given by NF-members, their written statements and publications, as well as the NF-party manifestoes. Its core purpose, the party declared, was “to fight for a healthy and strong Volksgemeinschaft of all Swiss people”, which meant “against any kind of class struggle and any fragmentation of the people through parties or interest groups” and for “a morality that is grounded in real Christianity.”38 The corresponding programme displays a distinctive mixture of fascist ideology and Swiss peculiarities.

On the one hand, Swiss fascists wanted to retain some Swiss-specific features, even if they might seem at odds with their nativist and totalitarian attitudes. Hence, despite opposing “any fragmentation of the people,”39 the NF also considered the Swiss sub-state constituencies to be “the lively cells of the Volksgemeinschaft.”40 As publicly announced by leader Rolf Henne in 1934, the NF therefore explicitly approved of Swiss federalism. It also approved of direct democracy, and its programme declared that Switzerland should maintain and even enhance citizens’ abilities to intervene directly in government and politics via referendums and initiatives.41 Notwithstanding their nativist, organic, and culturally rooted understanding of nationalism, NF-proponents also sanctioned Switzerland’s multilingualism.42 To them, the future Swiss Volksgemeinschaft could and should continue to speak in multiple tongues. Even the most explicitly German-friendly NF-members did not advocate dismembering Switzerland into linguistically homogenous parts. Indeed, several articles published in whether his position as teacher trainer should be terminated. Nonetheless, he secretly continued to financially support the NF’s successor organisation Eidgenössische Sammlung at least until the fall of 1942.

36. Wolf, Faschismus in der Schweiz, 79. In 1938, some former NF-members founded a new organisation, the Bund treuer Eidgenossen nationalsozialistischer Weltanschauung (Union of loyal Swiss of national-socialist weltanschauung).
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42. Federalism and multilingualism also were the main features of the image of Switzerland as a nation propagated by the Swiss government via the policy of National Spiritual Defence, see: Anja Giudici, Explaining Swiss language education policy (PhD thesis, University of Zurich, 2019); Anja Giudici and Sandra Grizelj, “National unity in cultural diversity: How national and linguistic identities affected Swiss language curricula (1914–1961),” Paedagogica Historica 57, no. 1–2 (2017): 137–154.
the newspaper Die Front support measures aimed at limiting the expansion of the German language in Italian-speaking Swiss regions so as to protect their Italian “nature.” Occasionally, the newspaper itself includes articles written in Italian or French.

On the other hand, apart from these particularities the NF’s programme bears many similarities to the manifestoes of its fascist counterparts all over Europe and the United States. Regarding the economy, the NF pleaded for the implementation of a corporatist order. From a political perspective, NF-activists aimed to overthrow what they termed the current “party-democracy” or, in their typical polemic language, a “comedy of political parties.” Parliamentarianism and democratic plurality, they argued, created artificial fragmentations among what in reality was a unified and homogenous national community, and they fostered nepotism and individualism, as well as greed. Hence, they should be replaced by an “authoritarian democracy,” characterised by a strong directly elected executive aided in an advisory capacity by a political council.

On a societal level, the NF aspired to transform the allegedly weak and fragmented Swiss population into a homogenous, totalitarian, organically delimited Volksgemeinschaft. In 1930s Switzerland, the concept of Volksgemeinschaft was not exclusive to right-wing extremists. After some controversies in the mid-thirties, the established Swiss parties had more or less agreed that, referring to Switzerland, the term Volksgemeinschaft designated the multilingual and federal Swiss “union of loyalty,” characterised by both organic and voluntarist elements. NF-proponents defended another definition of Volksgemeinschaft. Their conceptualisation retained the multilingual element, but gave it a nativist and anti-Semitic twist. Swiss of all languages, pedagogue Alfred Zander argued, stemmed from the medieval Confederates. Due to this common lineage, all except Swiss Jews held “pure blood,” belonged to the “Indo-Germanic race,” and hence were members of the same race and national community. Their shared genetic, historical, and cultural heritage also provided them with a characteristic and unified set of “absolute values.”

Swiss people, it was argued in the pages of NF-newspapers and pamphlets, were naturally predisposed towards loyalty and subordination to ‘the nation’, discipline, honour, courage, and Christian morals. If these values did not actually
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50. Zander therefore felt that German-, Italian-, Romansh-, and French-speaking Swiss all pertained to the same Aryan race. While on first sight this opinion might seem somewhat at odds with at least some racist and nationalist theories of the time, little is known about NF-members’ seemingly contradictory understandings of race, nationalism, and Volksgemeinschaft, and their mutual relationship.
characterise the current Swiss society, it was only because their unfolding and development were hindered by malevolent elites and the deleterious design of political and educational institutions.

In fact, in the statements issued by NF-proponents, schooling is often pinpointed as one of the main causes for the alleged negative state of the then-present Swiss society; for its fragmentation, individualism, and greed. Communist, Jewish, or liberal teachers and administrators were often accused of maliciously using the education system’s cloak of neutrality to push their own agenda. Leftist and Jewish educators were blamed for instilling “red poison,”52 or the “demon of the class struggle in our young and youngest.”53 Liberalism, on the other hand, was considered an ideology inherently unsuited as a basis for education. Explicitly requiring the denial of higher authorities and “leaving each individual to their own freedom,”54 Frontists claimed it was essentially opposed to education. In a liberal world, where “the father thinks differently from the mother, and the teacher again has other aims than the priest, the neighbour on the left wants nothing to do with the neighbour on the right,”55 schooling could only lead to “spiritual anarchy” and “wild relativism,”56 instead of contributing to the production of the unified set of values that formed the heart of the Volksgemeinschaft. The current education system was thus failing to lead the Swiss Volksgemeinschaft “where nature and history call it to go.”57

5 The role of schools in bringing about the Fronten’s visions

In the eyes of NF-proponents, the current socio-political system and schooling were mutually linked and contributed to each other’s failings. It might thus be expected that the NF’s political and societal vision included a corresponding, specific idea of schooling, and that NF-proponents would only accept educational ideas that were grounded in an authoritarian vision of society. In fact, this was their aspiration, as demonstrated particularly clearly by their fight to retain the interpretative authority over the life and writings of Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi, the renowned eighteenth-century Swiss pedagogue.

In 1930s and 1940s Switzerland, multiple factions made claim to Pestalozzi’s spiritual legacy. For the educators who aligned with the Swiss Government’s Spiritual Defence policy, Pestalozzi was proof of the existence of a long-standing Swiss, i.e. non-German, pedagogical tradition, inspired by the country’s traditional democratic and republican principles.58 State authorities and the Left celebrated Pestalozzi as the spiritual father of the state-led education system that was contributing

55. ibid., 5.
56. Der Liberalis, “Die neutrale Schule,” Die Front 1, no. 21/22, November 7 and November 10, 1933.
towards a more egalitarian and just society. NF-members were no less admiring of Pestalozzi. For their theoretical mastermind Paul Lang, Pestalozzi was the last “pedagogical genius” Switzerland had produced. In the Die Front newspaper, Pestalozzi is often presented as a historical figure that embodied all the values the NF considered to be inherently Swiss. During spring celebrations in May 1934, the NF-youth organisation Nationale Jugend even placed a wreath of flowers beneath the statue of Pestalozzi in Zurich city centre.

NF-members glorified Pestalozzi because they considered him to have drawn his educational ideas and practices from the same corporatist, anti-Semitic, and patriotic ideal of society they themselves defended. According to Zander, Pestalozzi’s pedagogy stood in direct opposition to Liberalism, Capitalism, and Marxism. Like the Fronten, Pestalozzi assumed that each individual’s essence was grounded in their inclusion in a collective, that “each human individual is a creature of God, the child of a family, a limb of a social class, a comrade of a determined people, and a citizen of a state.” Furthermore, Zander recognised with admiration that Pestalozzi’s oeuvre testified to a historical and racist anti-Semitism, which strictly separated ‘real’ Swiss nationals from Jews and their detrimental “spirit of money and commerce, their non-relatedness to a homeland and a people.” In the eyes of NF-members, Pestalozzi’s use as an emblem of a democratic or equalising education was nigh-on blasphemous. This is exemplified by the furious reaction of teacher and leader of the NF-Pedagogic Study Group Jakob Bolli, as left-wing politicians quoted Pestalozzi in the context of the festivities celebrating the hundredth anniversary of modern state-led schooling in Zurich:

Pestalozzi, the eminently sensible, religious, love-preaching, Swiss man with a strong national feeling who was close to the people. Marx, the sober, class-militant, blasphemous, hate-spouting, international Jew [...] Pestalozzi and Marx! Heaven and hell! No and thousand times no! He who links the two, besmirches the Swiss school system. But he who is imbued with Pestalozzi’s spirit will be driven to either triumph for Pestalozzi and against Marx, or will perish trying.

This martial rhetoric and the belief that present-day schooling was exacerbating Switzerland’s spiritual and political situation, however, should not be misread. In fact, although the NF counted
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several teachers, school inspectors, teacher trainers, and educational administrators in its ranks, our analyses do not indicate that the group was planning to undermine present society by reforming schooling ‘from within’. NF-members agreed that the battle for a new society was to be fought with political, not with educational means. The new societal order would be achieved either by winning elections, or, as several NF-leaders confidently expressed, because young people’s discontent with present society and politics would soon culminate in a “revolution from below.” It is only at this point that schooling should come into play. The new fascist state elite would then reform schools, so as to ensure they contributed to stabilising and perfecting the new Swiss Volksgemeinschaft. As stated by Zander: “He who, as an educator strives for an education directed at the Volksgemeinschaft must become a fellow combatant in the renewal movement, and has to dedicate himself to politics,” because “the fundamental decisions in all questions concerning education are made in the political struggle.”

This attitude also pervaded the activities of the Zurich-based NF-Pedagogic Study Group. Founded by teacher Jakob Bolli, the Pedagogic Study Group included NF-members “who are in some way pedagogically active.” “Those who are truly committed to a Christian-patriotic education are one of us, fight with us shoulder to shoulder [...] Comrades, come to us! It is imperative to expose the damage done, and work hard to create the blueprint of the new school.” Thus read Bolli’s call for his fellow members to join the newly created group, published in Die Front in September 1934. Subsequently, the group met regularly and organised various activities, lectures, and public discussions. However, we could not find any evidence that these educators deliberated in any how on how to use their influence in classrooms and administrations to subvert the then-present order or accelerate the onset of the revolution they sought. Their only actual educational product is the booklet Comrades, we sing!, a collection of “real Swiss songs” issued in 1934. The publication was explicitly meant to foster the Swiss Volksgemeinschaft, but it seems to have only been used during the Study Group’s own events and meetings. Besides singing about the Volksgemeinschaft, the Pedagogic Study Group also employed their meetings to elaborate on the idea of how to school it. The aim was to dispose of a coherent educational programme, “as soon as the fight on the redesigning of state-led schooling officially starts.”

6 Ways and means of an authoritarian school reform

Swiss NF-fascists shared a radical and consistent vision of a desirable future. Their ideological and political work, they agreed, should be directed towards realising a totalitarian Swiss Volksgemeinschaft. 

---
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meinschaft, structured by a corporatist economy and an authoritarian polity. They also agreed that schooling should be reformed after this vision had been realised through political means, and that schooling should then serve to secure and perfect the new societal order. However, as we will show in this section, their thoughts about the character and organisation of the “new school” that would serve the new authoritarian, corporatist, and totalitarian Volksgemeinschaft were neither consistent nor radical.

The lack of a consistency and radicalism in the NF’s educational thinking is even palpable in the two most intellectually ambitious elaborations on education and schooling ever proposed by NF-members. This concerns, first, the essay “Blueprint for a new school” authored by the head of the Basel teacher training seminar Wilhelm Brenner and first published in the periodical Schweizer Monatshefte in 1933. In 1935, the text was reissued in a booklet that also included Zander’s “Educating the Volksgemeinschaft,” a second pivotal text for the NF’s deliberation on education.

In line with the strong biological assumptions that informed fascist ideologies and their own thinking, both Zander and Brenner downplayed the societal and educational effect of schooling. According to Zander, “school will never be able to contribute much to the selection of our leaders.” Indeed, ability and intelligence were mostly predetermined, leaving limited scope for educational measures. Moreover, youth organisations, sport clubs, the military, and the “sum of the religious, spiritual, and popular atmosphere in which we live,” were better educators for the future unified community than the “inherently individualistic” school could ever be. Similarly, Brenner argued that only a small segment of the population was summoned to think in abstract and intellectual terms. Hence, schooling should not waste time by teaching everyone such skills. The time pupils spent in school should generally be kept as limited as possible, for school should not interfere with the practical, vocational, and moral education that only the family, the community, and professional guilds could convey.

Both Zander and Brenner also concurred that in the future, schooling should and would automatically align with the Volksgemeinschaft’s uniform values. Brenner described his “new” school as an institution collectively endorsed by all parents, pupils, and the overall community, simply because it drew on “a generally recognised cultural and educational aim.” In the totalitarian Volksgemeinschaft he imagined, this aim would be absolutely undisputed, since it was grounded in the values the whole society homogeneously shared: “Christian religion, moral responsibility, and patriotic ethos.” Zander also argued that in the future, school itself would become a community in which

“pupils and teachers serve a higher ideal together,” this ideal (N.B. singular) being “the service to the Volksgemeinschaft.”

However, despite their shared belief that the Volksgemeinschaft’s uniform values would generate a fundamental agreement on the way it should be educated, Brenner’s and Zander’s more concrete visions about how schooling should be structured and organised exhibit some substantial disagreements. Brenner defended the opinion that the curriculum of comprehensive state-led schools should be stripped to the bare minimum. Schools were only meant to convey what families and the community were unable to. Hence, school should only teach basic reading, writing, arithmetic, and religion and include only contents that were “the expression of the culture of our people, and that therefore convey the fundament of the community to the young generation.” This could be done in about five or six years, so that having reached age eleven, children could either change to a vocational school run by professional guilds, or, the few “predisposed to become intellectual leaders,” to college. Brenner also argued that school instruction should focus on discipline, obedience, and order: “Without discipline there is no productive school.” Schools should introduce children to the “authority of the state”, because the state itself should be interested in discipline being enforced from an early age for “an undisciplined pupil develops into an undisciplined citizen.” Additionally, contending that parents did not show enough appreciation for state-run schools, Brenner favoured the introduction of school fees for all years.

This project differs significantly from the school envisioned by Alfred Zander. For the fervent advocate of progressive education and member of the New Education Fellowship, only a well-developed system of schooling, a “site of community building, work, character formation, spiritual liveliness, and youthful cheerfulness” could contribute towards perfecting the future Volksgemeinschaft. Disciple and an authoritarian relationship between teacher and pupil were not central to Zander’s educational vision. In his eyes, teachers and students were to work “together” towards a greater ideal. Indeed, in an essay reflecting on his past as primary school teacher, Zander called his pupils his “best critics” and argued for understanding the teacher’s role as that of a scientifically informed observant of the child’s development, rather than a judge. Zander also opposed the educational prioritisation of intellectual activities such as reading, writing, or arithmetic, and argued that “today’s excessive focus on knowledge and shaping the mind has to be cut down to size.” Accordingly, the curriculum envisioned by Zander had wide-ranging aims, as he expected schooling to
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produce the “physically and spiritually healthy Swiss Volksgenosse, whose valuable predispositions are fully developed, who is of full of character, and Christian.”\footnote{Zander, “Die Erziehung zur Volksgemeinschaft,” 14.} While Zander did not elaborate on the school subjects and organisation he wanted to see implemented, he did specify that schooling should comprise a wide range of activities, including group work, events relating children to their community, and sports. Furthermore, Zander argued that all state-led schools, from kindergarten up to universities, should be entirely free of charge, as to ensure a meritorious selection of talents.

The already rather incongruent reform guidelines sketched by Brenner and Zander did not meet unqualified approval from other pedagogically engaged NF-proponents. First and foremost, the rather restrictive educational and societal role the two intellectuals attributed to schooling belittled teachers’ work. It thus provoked fierce opposition among other party members, and teachers in particular. School, asserted an article published in Die Front, “has a very important role in education generally.”\footnote{H.R. Pfister, “Schule und Disziplin,” Die Front 4, no. 225, September 25, 1936.} According to a commentary authored by the Zurich Pedagogic Study Group in 1936, it was not schooling which should be aligned to the community’s values, as much as it was pupils and their “fellow human beings [who] should be educated to respect schooling.”\footnote{Pädagogische Gruppe, “Der Schüler in der neuen Volksschule,” Die Front 4, no. 257, November 4, 1936.} In several other writings teachers like Oskar Meier or Paul Lang highlighted the significance of teacher education and teachers themselves in educating the community and selecting its future rulers: “he who controls teacher education,” Meier argued, “controls the future.”\footnote{Oskar Meier, “Volksschule und Lehrerbildung,” Die Front 4, no. 28, February 4, 1936.} In Lang’s emphatic rhetoric, teachers were “the last authority able to bind together the shattered cosmos. [...] Never was the educator’s autonomous personality, which binds together the dispersed colours of the being into one unity, more important for the youth than today.”\footnote{Paul Lang, “Die richtige Erziehung?,” Schweizer Monatshefte 7, no. 11 (1931): 320–328, 325.}

The educational and societal role of schooling and teachers, however, was not the only contentious point in NF-writings. Several educators, among them the first leader of the NF-Pedagogic Study Group, Bolli, strongly disapproved of the principles of progressive education that Zander embraced with such fervour. They accused progressive education of fostering the individualism and selfishness that was corrupting their contemporaries. Only instruction that valued teachers and their authority, they argued, could convey to children the “joy to obey” that was necessary for them to serve the national community.\footnote{Jakob Bolli, “Erziehung – Wozu?,” Die Front 3, no. 176, August 1st, 1935.} By putting “his majesty the child” at the centre of education instead, progressive education subordinated teachers to children’s “individual wishes and extravagances,” ultimately contributing to “rearing a defrauded and ragged generation of inimical individuals.”\footnote{Jakob Bolli, “Pestalozzi und Marxismus,” Die Front 2, no. 59, May 11, 1934.}

Another point that stands out among the many contrasting propositions we found in Swiss fascists’ writings on education, is the issue of the best place to train teachers. For teacher trainer Brenner, the development of future teachers should be informed by scientific knowledge, and thus be assigned
to universities or academically oriented institutes.\footnote{Andreas Hoffmann-Ocon and Peter Metz, “Orte der Ausbildung von Lehrerinnen und Lehrern – bildungshistorischer Kommentar aufschlussreicher Quellen,” Beiträge zur Lehrerbildung 29, no. 3 (2011): 312–324.} In opposition, several other NF-pedagogues, including teacher, and second leader of the Pedagogic Study Group, Oskar Meier, argued that teacher training should primarily shape teachers’ worldview and not convey scientific knowledge. For them, it was crucial to the future \textit{Volksgemeinschaft} that teachers were trained in small and convivial, practically oriented seminaries. Teachers were not to “escape into science” and their training should be a “folkloric and traditional general education.”\footnote{Oskar Meier, “Schule und Lehrerbildung,” Die Front 4, no. 28, February 5, 1936.}

Other controversies touched upon such crucial issues as the role of the family in children’s education, how to select the best talents in schooling and universities, the financing of these institutions, the structure of the education state – with some NF-members such as Zander favouring a federalist education system where the authority over schooling lay with the sub-state constituencies and others advocating the creation of a centralised Swiss department for education –,\footnote{See: Zander, Was will die Nationale Front. Lang, on the other hand, argued for centralisation: Lang, \textit{Lebendige Schweiz}. The Pedagogic Study Group supported Lang’s position, see: Jakob Bolli, “Pädagogische Gruppe des Gaues Zürich,” Die Front 2, no. 201, October 25, 1934.} and even the content of education. Regarding the latter, for instance, Brenner demanded a curriculum firmly rooted in “our culture,”\footnote{Brenner, “Grundriß einer neuen Schule” (1935), 18.} meaning that schools should only teach children to read and write in the local language. Others took the commitment towards Switzerland’s official multilingualism more seriously and requested curricula that included all three official Swiss languages. Schooling, argued an author in \textit{Die Front}, “exists not least to mould the young Swiss person to become a citizen, a citizen of trilingual Switzerland.”\footnote{Erwin Thomman, “Mehr Verständnis für den Kanton Tessin,” Die Front 2, no. 251, December 22, 1934.}

In their articles, the authors behind these propositions rarely mention opposing claims made by their comrades. It generally seems that they hardly interacted with each other. However, even where an actual deliberation occurred, no shared consensus seems to have been reached. This is the case of the Zurich-based Pedagogic Study Group, which, as we mentioned earlier, had been created explicitly to elaborate a shared educational reform agenda. In fall 1934, the study group members took up their discussions using Brenner’s Blueprint for a new school as their point of departure. After one year, the group’s director published an article in \textit{Die Front}, in which he acknowledged that a “method” for educating the \textit{Volksgemeinschaft}, a “Swiss-confederate-socialist theory of education,”\footnote{Bolli, “Erziehung – wozu?”} was still lacking. Another two years went by and, in 1936, the Pedagogic Study Group had still not reached agreement. It declared:

\begin{quote}
We cannot and do not want to present something that is finished and completed yet, and what we write, does not have to be binding for the whole movement and its leadership.\footnote{Oskar Meier, “Volksschule und Lehrerbildung,” Die Front 4, no. 76, February 4, 1936.}
\end{quote}
While the group continued to meet and organise events on a regular basis, the only publication it actually produced after this statement, was an article that appeared in Die Front in late 1936 about the “Pupil in the new popular school.” The text, authored by the collective, re-states their belief that present-day schooling was corrupted by “agitators” and that, in the future, it should be reformed so as to serve the Volksgemeinschaft. It also insists on the importance of teachers’ roles in this process, but does not include any concrete proposal regarding the means whereby this aim should be achieved.

These discussions do not only bear testimony to the Frontists’ division when it came to concrete reform proposals. In his 1933 book, Brenner declared that the quality of the future school would no longer be judged by its underlying “philosophical or pedagogic theories” any more, but only by its “success in securing and invigorating the Volksgemeinschaft.” This and other statements attest to the NF-members’ intention to radically break with the criteria used to assess and discuss schooling at the time. Nevertheless, no such radical break emerges from their actual discussions on how to concretely reform schooling.

As mentioned earlier, the issues dominating these discussions were: the advantages and disadvantages of progressive education versus more teacher-centred methods; whether teacher-training should take place in universities or seminars; the number of languages to teach; and how to foster movement and health in formal education. However, these issues characterised the then Swiss pedagogical debate in general, and were also addressed by pedagogues who explicitly opposed the NF and wanted to preserve the Swiss state from fascist influences. If the texts authored by NF-activists had not been written in the movement’s characteristic martial, often anti-Semitic and almost always anti-Marxist jargon, they could barely be distinguished from the articles on “education for the community” and “authority and leadership” in the journal of the leading liberal Swiss Teachers’ Organisation, or the debate about the “problem of leadership” and the reinstatement of authority in Swiss classrooms as approached by the journal of the Catholic Teachers’ Organisation.

7 Conclusion

The aim of this article has been to investigate how Swiss interwar fascists – represented by Switzerland’s then main fascist organisation Nationale Front – conceived the relationship between schooling and politics. Our analysis finds that, politically, the NF had a consistent and radical aim. Its supporters longed for a revolution that would replace the current system with a totalitarian society, a

corporatist economy, and an authoritarian polity. After the revolution, its leadership and affiliated educators intended to reform education and schooling. Education as a means to foster subordination, health, and discipline seems to be the principle everyone could agree upon as the basis of a very rudimentary programme for a school reform in Switzerland. Beyond that, a consensus on what kind of schooling could best serve an authoritarian and totalitarian society and polity seems to be lacking. In fact, the concrete political and pedagogical reforms proposed by the fascist protagonists we investigated are contradictory, and can hardly be distinguished from the propositions discussed within the pedagogic mainstream by educators supporting the then-present societal order.

In this light, it seems impossible to outline a consistent set of characteristics that could be considered to be constitutive for schooling an authoritarian society. The discussions we reviewed clearly show that education, as highlighted by Biesta, is a “teleological practice,” and thus always directed towards a particular “outcome.” Education is “politics with different means” and school reforms are not neutral, but are explicitly formulated or enacted to bring about, or to hinder particular understandings of society. In addition, however, our study also shows that the directionality of reforms does not seem to imply that political ideologies, however differing their underlying assumptions may be, all have ‘their own’ pedagogy.

The Swiss case, we believe, does tell us something about education and authoritarian politics in particular. First, it highlights how teachers’ and educationalists’ professional identities and knowledge did not render them immune to fascist ideology. This finding calls for more comparative and historical research into the educational community’s potentially conflictive relationship with authoritarianism and democracy, and the role it has attributed itself in promoting different societal visions. Second, and crucially – as we mentioned earlier – Swiss fascists attained a position of power. If they had, however, they would have been forced to address their disagreements before being able to engage in school reform. Given the fundamental differences within the movement itself, this would have doubtless been a long and tormented process. No matter how authoritarian their system of government, they probably would have been incapable of developing, deciding upon, and implementing education policies that fundamentally transformed schooling, at least in the medium term. An actual reform of schooling in the direction of an authoritarian state, we thus conclude, is not only hindered by the factors pinpointed by the literature so far: institutional constraints, the traditions inscribed in present schooling or government, or some actors and especially teachers’ refusal to fully carry it out. It can also be hindered by a lack of consensus on what schooling and education within an authoritarian state should look like.
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